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The handbook does not attempt to define a single “best” system for any site. Instead, it
presumes that readers need to be aware of the key factors that influence the probability of
achieving success with any given combination of equipment and site characteristics.
Readers will then use their own judgement to evaluate the merits of the various options.
The information in the handbook should be considered only as part of an overall process
for equipment selection which will vary from company to company.
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EXTERNAL REQUIREMENTS

External requirements are characteristics of the operating environment that can be
changed by human interventions. They are not inherent characteristics of the site, and
may change from time to time. The external requirements have been divided into three
classes: forest management considerations, corporate policies and business practices,
and layout and development.

Forest Management Considerations

Harvesting operations on managed forest land
are subject to plans and decisions made at
higher levels, and harvesting activities must
conform to the requirements of various legisla-
tion, permits, or management regimes. These
requirements are usually outside the control of
the planner or logging contractor to change.

Silvicultural system
A variety of silvicultural systems is used in
British Columbia, including clearcutting, selec-
tion, shelterwood, and seed tree. One aspect of
the planning process is to choose a harvesting
system that is compatible with the silvicultural
system.

Clearcutting is the predominant silvicultural
system in British Columbia, and all of the har-
vesting systems can clear-cut. Accordingly, the silvicultural system is not an issue when
selecting the harvesting system if clearcutting is planned.

The other silvicultural systems can be broadly grouped as various forms of partial cut-
ting. In choosing the harvesting system, the question is “What are the implications of
using different harvesting systems under various partial cutting prescriptions?” There are
two broad issues: (1) the equipment must be able to maneuver itself and the harvested
logs in confined spaces without damaging the residual trees and site, and (2) often the
equipment must be able to work economically with less harvested volume than is typi-
cal for clearcutting on similar sites. 

Often, the same equipment
used for clearcutting can be
used for partial cutting, but
with more operating con-
straints and at a reduced
productivity rate. This
method of operation may
suffice for a few cutblocks,
but for a steady program of
partial cutting, equipment
optimal for the task is
desirable.

Figure 160
A small tower yarding
uphill from a partial
cut in the Interior.

Figure 161
A forwarder working in
a partial retention
system in the Interior.

Forest Management Considerations
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OPERATIONAL

The machinery used for partial cutting must be able to travel safely within the confined
spaces of a corridor cut through the standing timber. Forwarders are especially well
suited to this task because the logs are cut short and carried, making them easy to
maneuver between the standing trees without damaging the residual trees. Small skidders
and tractors are also well suited to the task, but clambunk skidders are ill suited because
of their size and limited maneuverability. Small skyline yarders, both single-span and
multi-span, are suitable for partial cutting, but large skyline yarders are unsuitable
because of their high cost. 

The falling method must be matched to the subsequent yarding or skidding method. If
the trees are hand-felled, the yarding or skidding equipment must be able to reach the
felled trees from the travel corridor. Grapple-equipped machines, either skidders or
yarders, are poorly adapted to partial cutting operations with hand-falling. Furthermore,
highlead systems are unsuitable for partial cutting because they can reach only as far
as the choker length will allow. Instead, skyline systems with slackpulling carriages work
better.

Grapple machines can be used if the trees are bunched after falling. Bunching can be
done with a feller-buncher, a feller-processor, or a loader-forwarder. In this context, a
loader-forwarder would build bunches in the corridor for a yarder or skidder to move
to the landing. An important feature to consider for falling or bunching machines is the
superstructure design: “zero clearance” machines are designed with minimal superstruc-
ture overhang, making them suitable for working within narrow corridors without
damaging the residual stand.

Feller-bunchers can reach only as far from the trail as their boom will allow, making it
necessary to locate the corridors fairly close together. Loader-forwarders are similarly

limited, although they need
only to reach to the felled
trees rather than all the way
to the stump. Some feller-
processors have extendible
booms to reach farther into
the stand, making them able
to work from more widely
spaced trails.

Faller safety is a concern for
partial cutting systems.
Every tree could become
hung up during falling,
which creates a safety haz-

ard. Worker safety is much improved with mechanical falling. In addition, feller-bunchers
and feller-processors can better control the falling direction of the trees, which may re-
duce breakage of both the cut trees and the residual trees.

Proper layout, including payload analysis, is critical to achieving optimum productiv-
ity in partial cutting systems, especially because cutblock volumes are reduced com-
pared with clearcutting. Layout and falling patterns that orient the trees in the direction
of skidding minimize the amount of tree turning, which increases productivity and re-
duces damage to the residual stand. Keeping the trails as straight as possible is also
beneficial.

Figure 162
A loader-forwarder
working in a partial

cut, moving the trees
from the felling site

into a corridor for
subsequent yarding
with a swing yarder.

External Requirements
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Each phase of the operation must be coordinated to ensure that a timber supply is
always available to minimize costs. Operating in several areas simultaneously may
reduce costs.

Cable systems have the added requirement that suitable anchor and support trees must
be found. Anchors and supports for subsequent entries into the stand using the same
harvesting system should also be considered — several suitable supports should be left
at each location to allow for tree mortality.

ENVIRONMENTAL

The harvesting system for partial cutting must be capable of removing the logs without
compromising the health of the forest. Therefore, breakage of standing trees (including
advance regeneration), scarring, and soil degradation must be minimized. Falling trees,
logs sweeping around corners, logs dragged to the inside of corners, machine travel, hits
by the felling head, and whipping overhead cables are all potential sources for scarring
and breakage. Multi-span skylines have the lowest potential of the cable systems for
causing damage to residual trees because the cables are held within the corridor by the
intermediate supports.

Residual trees can be protected by leaving rub trees in strategic locations. These trees,
which absorb the damage instead of the residual trees, are removed during the final
stages of harvesting. Another strategy is to protect the trees with barrels or other mate-
rials (Hedin 1994).

Scheduling the operations to avoid critical periods for tree growth can reduce the amount
of scarring. Trees are most susceptible to scarring when the sap is running; that is, in the
early spring and summer. Thin-barked species may also be more susceptible to scarring
during very cold periods. The amount of soil compaction and damage to the trees’ roots
can be reduced by operating during dry, frozen, or snowpack conditions.

An additional consideration for selecting the falling equipment is to consider the abil-
ity to judge which trees to cut and which to leave. Visibility from the cab of a
machine may be limited, although skylights can improve visibility. Several companies
commented to FERIC during the interviews that hand-fallers can better judge which trees
to cut and which trees to leave than an operator enclosed in a machine cab.

Utilization standards
The choice of harvesting
system may influence the
utilization level, especially
regarding breakage and
stump height.

OPERATIONAL

Mechanical falling can
reduce the amount of break-
age compared with hand-
falling when the machine is
matched correctly to the
timber size. The falling di-
rection can be controlled more precisely, which reduces the amount of breakage dur-
ing falling, and the stems can be aligned for less breakage during skidding, yarding, or
forwarding.

Figure 163
Accumulating several
trees before bunching
improves efficiency in
small timber.

Forest Management Considerations
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The choice of falling equipment is especially critical for small trees because of falling
costs and volume recovery. Hand-falling becomes very expensive as the tree size
decreases, and directional falling may be sacrificed in favour of speed. This action may
result in more breakage during skidding; therefore, mechanical falling is usually pre-
ferred. Feller-bunchers with accumulator arms are ideal for cutting small trees, although
there may be a tendency to simply knock over the smallest trees. If a feller-processor is
substituted for the feller-buncher, the total volume recovered from the stand can be
increased; since each tree must be cut individually with feller-processors, the additional
cost to recover the volume instead of discarding the tree is low. However, productivity
will still be low because of the small tree size.

Winter operations on a snowpack are typical for the Interior. Either hand-falling or
mechanical falling is feasible in moderately deep snow, but too-deep snow will make
it difficult for hand-fallers to cut stumps low enough to meet standards. Shovelling the
snow away from the base of the tree may be required. In contrast, feller-bunchers can
push down through snow to cut lower stumps. Feller-processors are less capable of
cutting low stumps in deep snow because the saw head cannot be pushed through the
snow very easily.

Fresh snowfall may conceal the trees after falling, and grapple-equipped skidders or
yarders can dig through the snow to find the hidden logs.

Piling logs with a loader-forwarder in preparation for grapple yarding may make it easier
to hook the logs and reduce breakage, especially for smaller trees. Piling the logs at a
slight angle to the yarding direction may also make it easier for the operator to hook the
logs.

The harvesting system may need some method for handling exceptional logs such as
those too large for the mechanical falling equipment or special products such as poles
and pilings. Hand-fallers working with choker-equipped machines are often more
effective for these tasks than grapple-equipped machines. Large trees are often left
until the surrounding small trees have been harvested, but different companies handle
poles and pilings differently. They may be harvested either before or after the primary
harvesting. Two-pass harvesting for special products is impractical with cable systems
because of the high setup costs and the need for clearance for the cables.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Feller-bunchers with high-rotation heads are better able to buck windfalls than those with
non-rotating heads. The wider range of rotation allows the head to be aligned with the
stem without turning the feller-buncher itself. This can improve utilization and produc-

tivity, as well as reduce the
soil disturbance caused by
skidding the tracks.

Soil disturbance guidelines
In recent years, minimizing
the amount of soil distur-
bance has become a major
consideration for harvesting
operations. Various guide-
lines for different jurisdic-
tions may set maximum
allowable limits for soil

Figure 164
A feller-buncher

head specialized for
windfalls. The grapples

can pick up fallen
trees, or the head can

be turned vertically for
falling standing trees.

External Requirements
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disturbance based on parameters such as soil sensitivity ratings and soil disturbance haz-
ards. In many cases, the requirement to manage the soil disturbance has changed the
way that harvesting systems are selected and the equipment used.

Risk management, especially on marginal sites, lies at the core of these changes. On
these marginal sites, the risk of causing unacceptable soil disturbance can be sufficient
to choose different harvesting equipment than might have been selected in the past.
Some immediate results of this risk-based approach are the deployment of cable sys-
tems instead of ground-based systems on steep or sensitive terrain, the introduction of
tire-and-track systems such as forwarders and clambunks, the trend towards less
summer logging in the Interior, and the more widespread use of helicopters. In most
cases, these changes require more expensive equipment and methods and changes in
operating techniques.

Although equipment selection may be founded on soil disturbance principles as defined
in legislation, FERIC observed that equipment selection is generally considered in terms
such as slope, terrain, soil conditions, and season, as described elsewhere in this hand-
book. The actual soil disturbance guidelines were not prominent in the selection
process.

FERIC was also told many times during the interviews that operator attitude had a much
greater impact on soil disturbance levels than the equipment itself. Properly trained and
highly motivated operators are the best insurance for minimizing soil disturbance. Soil
disturbance problems are often associated with a single-minded dedication to high
production or poor planning.

Rehabilitation of disturbed areas can also be done after harvesting to restore soil
productivity and prevent the effects of soil-degrading processes. However, these activi-
ties must be considered or planned prior to harvesting to ensure that rehabilitation meas-
ures are possible and appropriate for the site and soil conditions, and that any access
structures such as skid trails are constructed in a manner conducive to successful res-
toration of soil productivity.

Forest Management Considerations
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Corporate Policies and Business Practices

Some characteristics of the operating environment are specified by corporate policies
and practices, and are within the capability of the company to make changes.

Operating season
In the British Columbia Interior, woodlands operations are typically associated with a
specific mill, and the link between the two is often quite close. On the other hand,
coastal woodlands and milling operations are usually separate, sometimes with little
contact between them. However, in both cases, the mills typically operate year-round
while the woodlands operations are more seasonal. Therefore, the woodlands opera-
tions must build a large enough log inventory to carry the milling operations through
the shutdown period. Log inventories are expensive to maintain, and many managers
attempt to reduce the costs by extending the operating season for as long as possible to
achieve a more even-flow state.

Winter is the peak operating season in the Interior because ground-based equipment
causes the least soil disturbance on snow or frozen ground. Operations are often shut
down completely during spring breakup (when the frost is leaving the ground) and during
fall freezeup (before the ground is frozen). Summer is a favourable operating period, but
the number of cutblocks suitable for summer harvesting is often limited.

On the Coast, the typical seasonal constraints are winter shutdowns caused by snow
and ice, and summertime curtailments caused by high fire hazard. Low-elevation
winter operations are often scarce, and the peak operating times usually occur in the
summer. The drier periods of spring and fall are also desirable operating periods.

Therefore, the key to extending the operating season in the Interior is to make more
cutblocks available during the summer. On the Coast, the key is to make more cutblocks
available during the winter.

Purchasing new equipment for extending the operating season is impractical unless the
equipment can also be used economically for the remainder of the year. Furthermore,
the benefit of extending the operating season must be weighed against any potential
reductions in productivity or utility that may occur during the rest of the year. For
example, forwarders can operate when skidders cannot, but they may be less produc-
tive and they require significant changes to the entire corporate wood flow.

OPERATIONAL

The seasonal limiting factor for woodlands operations depends on the geographic
location. It is important to examine the complete operation to determine which phase
is limiting and determine what can be done to extend the operating season.

For coastal locations, cable operations in deep snow are impractical because of the
potential for overlooking logs buried under the snow. The long time period between
falling and yarding increases the risk of losing logs underneath the snow. Furthermore,
footing on deep snow on steep sideslopes and trucking on steep, icy hills are hazard-
ous.

Aside from the seasonal limitations imposed by trucking, the key equipment factor for
extending the operating season is to use grapple systems that do not require on-the-
ground workers for setting chokers. Site factors to extend the operating season include
moving to lower elevations where the snow depth is less, or to less-steep areas where
the risk of logs sliding over the snow is reduced.

External Requirements
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In most locations in the Interior, the limiting factor during early spring is the high trucking
costs resulting from weight restrictions placed on public roads. In many cases, skidding
and processing for roadside systems can continue as normal during the period of cur-
tailed trucking. If the road is constructed to all-season standards, trucking can
begin from the stockpiled logs before skidding begins. This practice is not feasible for
landing-based systems because of the limited space for log storage. 

ENVIRONMENTAL

Later in the spring, when trucking restrictions are lifted, is a critical time for many Inte-
rior operations because the log inventory at the mill is usually low, and there may be
corporate pressure to begin harvesting. However, conditions in the cutblocks may not
be optimal — operations on wet soils could cause excessive soil disturbance — so spe-
cial techniques should be considered. Soft-footprint machines may be required. Feller-
processors create a debris mat that can be used as a skid trail, and forwarders and
clambunks with tracked-wheeled designs can travel where conventional skidders can-
not travel. Cable systems may be able to begin operations before ground-based systems.
Trucks with central tire inflation systems may be required to maintain the road surface.

Timber flow
The purpose of a woodlands operations is to produce a flow of timber of the required
species and grades at the appropriate times, but to accomplish this task, the harvesting
equipment must work consistently. Every effort must be made to ensure that potential
delays are identified and rectified before the scheduled starting date for operations. Many
factors can cause delays: inclement weather, equipment failures, permit-approval prob-
lems, and the lack of roads into operating areas. A manager can control only some of
these factors. Flexibility should be incorporated into the harvesting plan to account for
delays beyond the manager’s ability to control.

In addition to consistent timber flow being a requirement of the woodlands operation,
it can also be a constraint on equipment selection. Consider that a delay in one cutblock
can cause other delays, and possibly affect the availability of a specific piece of
equipment. The optimal equipment may not be available when the cutblock is ready for
harvesting, and an inferior machine or system may be substituted.

Another aspect of timber flow is producing the right species mix at the right time. Since
different tree species grow on different sites, and the different sites may be better suited
to different equipment, it follows that constraints on species mixtures will affect the
equipment selection. For example, a typical situation for the Interior is for spruce-
balsam stands to grow on the steeper ground, while the flatter ground supports pine
stands. The spruce-balsam stands may be suited for winter logging with skidders because
of the soil moisture, while the pine stands are available for summer logging. If the mills
require spruce-balsam timber to be produced during the summer, a different harvest-
ing system such as forwarders or cable systems may be required.

Such factors will affect each company’s long-term equipment selection priorities, and
equipment selection must be done individually according to corporate objectives.

Mill specifications
Companies typically specify the sorts for species and grade to be delivered to the mills.
The number of sorts depends on many factors, including the stand variability, the number
of mills supplied from the operation, and the infeed configuration at the mills. The infeed
configuration to the mill also influences whether long logs or cut-to-length logs can be

Corporate Policies and Business Practices
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accepted. With long logs,
the mill can maximize
value, but this function is
performed in the woods by
the feller-processor in CTL
systems. For CTL systems,
the woodlands operations
must work especially
closely with the mill to en-
sure that the correct log
specifications are being
used.

In general, coastal opera-
tions commonly produce “camp run” truck loads and use a central location for sorting,
while Interior operations sort in the woods. Six to eight sorts can be done in the woods,
but a central sortyard is usually required with many sorts. A landing is required for six
or eight sorts, but two or three sorts are feasible with roadside operations. Smaller land-
ings make it more difficult to separate more sorts. 

With roadside operations, all the logs are piled together, so the sorts must be identified
by using slight variations of log placement within the pile. One technique — align the
butts of one sort with the road edge, and the butts of the second or third sort offset by
two or three metres — is sufficient for the loader to differentiate between the sorts.

Amount of work available
The amount of work available directly influences the decision to purchase equipment.
With an assured supply of suitable timber and terrain, companies or contractors can
accept the financial risk required to purchase new equipment. Without a reasonable
amount of work, they are reluctant to take the risk. Therefore, acquiring new equipment
for a few cutblocks is not usually a viable option.

Another strategy is to use the same equipment in new ways. With this strategy, equip-
ment that can be adapted to be used in different ways on different sites is desirable.
Hydraulic excavators are an example of adaptable machines: excavators can be used
as loader-forwarders, backspar machines, site-preparation scarifiers, and yarders. In
contrast, forwarders are more specialized — their use is limited to transporting short logs
or being a prime mover for site preparation equipment.

Some contractors specialize and move between regions to secure a full work schedule.
Licensees also use the same technique internally (e.g., by alternating a helicopter crew
between several divisions on a multi-year schedule). If travelling between sites, the
amount of work at any location must be sufficient to amortize the mobilization costs at
a reasonable rate. Another drawback for specialized contractors is that all licensees may
want the equipment at the same time to comply with various environmental constraints.
Everybody may need the equipment at one time, and then nobody may need it at
another time. Such a business is difficult to operate.

Furthermore, cut controls limit the amount of timber that can be harvested each year,
and any volume provided to a specialized contractor will likely be deducted from an
existing contractor. The regulatory conditions of various tenures make it difficult to take
volume away from existing contractors, so negotiations between company and contrac-
tor will be required.

Figure 165
Logs stored at roadside

in a cut-to-length
operation. Specialized
trucks are required to
transport these short

logs, and the mill must
also be properly

configured.
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Unique methods
Canadian loggers will often devise new ways to log a difficult site using the available
equipment, given the opportunity to try new techniques. During the interview process,
FERIC saw several examples of this innovation.

Using two or more ma-
chines together in new ways
was a prominent theme
in the unique methods,
especially using hydraulic
excavators with other equip-
ment. Loader-forwarding
itself is a relatively new
method, and has been used
on various sites. The excava-
tor’s agility and flexibility are
key to its widespread use
with other machines. Out-
of-lead or out-of-deflection
pockets of timber can be loader-forwarded to within reach of a swing yarder. When fit-
ted with a winch, the excavator can double as a yarder for sites where ground-based
traffic is prohibited. One of the more innovative ideas mentioned during the interviews
was to move excavators to the top of the hill to work with skylines. The skyline could
help pull a large loader to the top of the hill, or a smaller loader could be flown to the
top of the hill on the skyline.

Intermediate supports are not commonly used on skylines, although they can be used
to solve some problems. Poor deflection is an obvious application for intermediate sup-
ports, but their use in partial cutting is increasing. Strips cut along the contours and
harvested using skylines with intermediate supports were used on Vancouver Island to
achieve visual screening from a well-used recreational lake.

Skidders have difficulty on adverse slopes, but not cable machines. On suitable sites,
using a skidder at the bottom of a slope to forward timber to a highlead yarder can save
a significant amount of road. In other circumstances, building one trail to the bottom
of the hill may allow the skidders to skid the timber to the bottom of the hill without
trails, and then follow the single trail back to the top.

Several methods were used for cut-to-length systems, all in an attempt to solve particu-
lar problems in particular circumstances. The classic method includes feller-processors
and forwarders, but FERIC

also saw feller-bunchers
and processors working
together to improve pro-
ductivity. 

The rationale for cut-to-
length systems was ques-
tioned at one south-central
Interior location that FERIC

visited: the desired result
was to leave more nutrients
on-site, and the conven-

Figure 166
This loader retrieved
trees from within a
riparian management
zone, and bunched
them away from the
creek for a grapple
skidder to skid
them to roadside.

Figure 167
Rather than random
skidding in the adverse
direction over the entire
cutblock, the logs are
skidded downhill to a
trail, then uphill to the
haul road. By eliminating
the adverse random
skidding, site disturbance
can be reduced and
productivity increased.

Corporate Policies and Business Practices
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tional thinking was to use feller-processors and forwarders in a cut-to-length system. The
innovative solution was to use conventional equipment in a tree-length system, and to
haul branches and tops back from the landing to the woods using the grapple skidder.

A consistent message heard during the interviews was that planners wanted to work
within a permit-approval system in which the desired results after harvesting were stated,
and let the loggers use their ingenuity to achieve those results.

Labour availability and training
The most modern equipment will provide no better results than run-of-the-mill
equipment if the operators are not properly trained in its use. This is especially true for
environmental considerations such as soil disturbance — the importance of operator at-

titude and aptitude cannot be overstated. Many
times during the interviews, FERIC was told that
the operator was far more important to the suc-
cess of a type of equipment than the equipment
itself.

New or specialized equipment often requires
different skills than old equipment, and the
operators must be given adequate time to adjust
their operating techniques. Introducing new
equipment to an operation does not guarantee
that it will be used correctly or efficiently. Train-
ing is not limited to new equipment and tech-
niques — maintaining a labour pool with
traditional skills is also important. For example,
techniques such as rigging backspars, interme-
diate supports, and skylines are not common
knowledge in many highlead crews, and skilled
hand-fallers may be scarce in some areas. Spe-
cialists may be required, but it is not always
possible to obtain trained people on short

notice or for a short duration. A specialized contractor may be the solution for a single
project, but this method does not develop the required skill in the local labour pool.

Effective communications are vital for continued success. The operators must be made
aware of the requirements and expectations for harvesting and the reasons for new pre-
scriptions and techniques; they must also be trained in the skills necessary to achieve
the desired results. Continued training is important. Workplace meetings between the
operators, contractors, regulators, and licensees are vital to ensure that the correct
message is communicated to the machine operators, and that their concerns and ideas
are properly addressed. Including the resource agencies in the workplace meetings can
help to ensure that the operators know exactly what is expected from an environmen-
tal perspective.

Equipment availability and service
Nearly every piece of equipment eventually breaks down beyond the ability of local
mechanics to repair, and the owner depends on the dealer’s staff to return it to service.
As their livelihood depends on quick repairs, loggers are generally reluctant to buy
equipment unless supported by a nearby dealer; the security offered by a handy

Figure 168
Typical operating

controls for a modern
feller-processor. The

operator must manage
several hydraulic

controls and monitor
the computer system.
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service depot is an important consideration in any purchasing decision. Some less-
familiar brands of machinery do not have the extensive dealer network that the more
familiar brands have developed, and the risk involved with choosing a less well-known
brand must be factored into the purchasing decision.

The reputation of the machine regarding productivity and availability must also be con-
sidered. Canadian loggers and logging conditions are reputed to be hard on equipment,
and robust designs are vital to achieve acceptable availability. Training programs offered
by various dealers are also important, especially if they can instill proper equipment
handling methods to reduce the incidence of breakdowns.

Local conditions play an important role in availability; for example, the trees may be
larger in one region than another, which cause more wear and tear on the machine.

Equipment transportation
The smaller cutblocks that
result from the implementa-
tion of the Forest Practices
Code make the cost of mov-
ing equipment more impor-
tant than previously. The
cost of moving the equip-
ment is a fixed cost that
must be amortized over the
cutblock volume, and can
become significant with
small cutblocks. Reducing
the moving time between
cutblocks is important to
reducing harvesting costs.

Tracked equipment is slow to move, and generally requires a low-bed for moves of more
than one or two kilometres. Wheeled equipment is more mobile, and can move between
cutblocks more easily. Depending on the type, wheeled equipment can travel from a
few to tens of kilometres without requiring a low-bed.

Large, tracked coastal equipment such as line loaders and yarders are almost always
moved on low-beds, even for short-distance moves.

The overall machine size is a consideration when transportation on public highways is
required. Some machines, especially large yarders, are so large that they must be dis-
mantled to be moved, which significantly increases the moving costs. A large volume
is required to amortize the moving costs at a reasonable rate. It is becoming more com-
mon for yarders to be designed for highway-legal transport without being dismantled.
These machines, which have been common in the United States for some time, are
newer to the British Columbia market.

For very large yarders, transportation even on private logging roads can be a problem,
especially for areas with difficult road access. Bridges and culverts must be designed
to accommodate the equipment load and be in good condition. Switchbacks and tight
corners that can accommodate log trucks may still be too tight for large skyline towers
or swing yarders with their booms lowered. The tower size, and its ability to handle tight
corners, must be considered during road layout.

Figure 169
Moving a large swing
yarder via low-bed. 

Corporate Policies and Business Practices
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Layout and Development

Road location
Earlier in the forest industry’s development in British Columbia, rail, flume, water, and
animal transportation systems were used to move logs from the cutblock to the mill, but
these methods have largely disappeared. Today, trucking predominates and a properly
located, constructed, and maintained road network is required for efficient and envi-
ronmentally sound operations.

A road network for timber harvesting usually consists of main roads, branch roads, and
on-block spur roads. The design, location, and construction of main and branch roads
are much less influenced by harvesting system considerations than with on-block spur
roads. Other considerations such as total volume to be harvested, public access, and
high-speed travel play a more predominant role.

Proper road location is a broad subject — the discussion here will focus on the linkage
between road location and equipment selection. These two factors have a circular
relationship: potential road locations are influenced by the proposed harvesting system,
but if the road has already been constructed, the choice of harvesting systems is restricted
by the road location. The normal engineering practice is to choose the harvesting
system first, and then find a suitable road location. If a suitable road location cannot
be found, then a different harvesting system with different road requirements must be
considered. For example, skyline systems can reach farther from the road than highlead
systems, and may eliminate the need for some road. Helicopters can significantly
reduce road requirements. 

OPERATIONAL

The road location must be accessible by the primary transport equipment, and be suit-
able to the log trucks. Thus, the road must be within skidding, yarding, or flying distance
of each tree in the cutblock and in a location appropriate for the primary transport equip-
ment. The road location must also meet the standards for grades, alignment, width, and
strength appropriate to the log-truck fleet. Lastly, it must also meet environmental
standards.

The road location should be considered for more than the immediate cutblock
because choices made in one location can influence the options available in another
location.

Ground and cable systems have different requirements for road location within the
cutblock. In ground-based systems, the road should be located near the lowest eleva-
tion in the cutblock to minimize the amount of adverse skidding. In contrast, uphill
yarding is favoured for many cable systems, so a higher location within the cutblock is
preferred. In locations with suitable terrain, ridgetop roads maximize the amount of
uphill yarding; however, this requires an existing road on the top of the hill. More com-
monly, the cutblock is split, yarding a portion uphill and a portion downhill. 

The critical point for deflection depends on the position of the yarder on the hill. For
downhill yarding, deflection can be increased by moving the yarder farther from the hill.
For uphill yarding, the critical point is often immediately adjacent to the landing because
the yarder must be positioned away from the edge of the road to allow adequate space
for landing the logs.

Whether the harvesting system is landing-based or roadside affects the usage and stand-
ard for the road. For landing-based systems, the road location between landings is less
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important than the landings themselves, and the road location is governed by the limi-
tations of the log trucks. Maximum adverse and favourable grades are typical
design constraints.

In contrast, the road itself must meet the requirements of the harvesting equipment in
roadside systems. The adjacent area must be suitable for storing and processing logs,
which means the sideslope cannot be too steep, and the loader has room to operate.
In the Interior, roadside logging usually entails a butt ’n top loader operating on the space
adjacent to the road, while on the Coast, a line loader operating from the road surface
is typical. The limitation for swing loaders becomes the ability to stockpile the trees
adjacent to the road. For butt ’n top loaders, a sideslope of 15–20% is the maximum,
but line or hydraulic loaders can stockpile logs up to about 60% sideslope. The maxi-
mum road grade can also become a limiting factor; swing yarders can work safely up
to about 12%, while line loaders are difficult to operate safely above 15%.

Two other factors also pertain to road location and ground-based roadside logging. First,
the skidders must be able to drop the logs at the roadside and carry on travelling, which
means there cannot be a high cut bank to travel over. Second, the ground adjacent to
the road must be free of large obstacles so that the loader can travel. If these conditions
cannot be met, then roadside logging may be unsuitable.

Cable systems are limited by deflection, so the road location must consider the ground
profile across the entire cutblock. With swing yarders, this normally means checking
deflection in parallel lines all along the road, but for highlead systems, deflection is
checked in a fan shape from just the landing locations.

Locating the roads for cable systems in broken ground is a challenge because of lim-
ited deflection. Every part of the cutblock must be accessible to the road with adequate
deflection and clearance — a rule of thumb is that the top half of the tower must be
visible from every point in the cutblock. The amount of road required may be prohibi-
tive, and multi-span skylines may be warranted to access some areas. Ground-based
systems might be considered because they are not limited by deflection. Combining
ground- and cable-based systems may make the timber accessible without additional
road (e.g., by loader-forwarding to a grapple yarder from behind a ridge or over a
deflection break).

ENVIRONMENTAL

The largest source of sedimentation and slope failures is from truck roads, and, other
things being equal, reducing the amount of road will reduce the risks associated with
roads. Long-distance systems such as clambunks, skylines, or helicopters can reduce the

Figure 170
Deflection depends on
yarder placement with
respect to the slope.
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amount of road. However, these systems are typically more expensive to operate than
skidders or grapple yarders, and usually involve an economic tradeoff between amount
of road and harvesting costs.

By locating roads to take advantage of variations in terrain to maximize the deflection,
soil disturbance caused by yarding can be minimized.

Many additional environmental factors must be considered regarding road locations.
Items such as road standards, stream crossings, ditch and culvert design, and cutbank
height are critical, but do not pertain to equipment selection and are beyond the scope
of this handbook.

Landing location
Landings are the centre of activity for many systems, and their locations should be chosen
carefully. The area must be large enough to accommodate the equipment for skidding
or yarding, processing, sorting, and loading, plus room for decking logs, and their place-
ment must be correct within the cutblock.

As with road location, this section discusses only the implications of landing location
with respect to alternative harvesting systems and equipment. Many other factors can
make one landing location preferable to another, but do not pertain to the difference
between systems and are not discussed here.

OPERATIONAL

Landings, the centre of activity for many systems, are one of the most hazardous loca-
tions for workers, especially for cable yarding systems. Providing proper training for
workers can help them to avoid accidents, but providing ample working space is equally
important. Enlarging landings is easy on flat ground (within prescribed limits), but steep
terrain makes it difficult to build large landings. To facilitate landing construction on steep
terrain, landings can be built on a knoll or bench, excavated into the sidehill, built as
two smaller, adjoining landings at different elevations (“stepped” landing), or built on
a terrace. Not every site has a bench in a convenient location, so excavation is often
required. Excavation is expensive, results in a high face that may be difficult and dan-
gerous to yard over, and generates material that must be disposed of properly. Stepped
landings require less excavation than single-level landings, and are a good way to
reduce the amount of excavated material and the height of the excavated face.
Terracing, or using cribwork to support a fill, is rare but may be warranted in unique
circumstances.

An additional consideration on steep ground is the vertical angle of the guylines. The
safe angle is prescribed by safety rules, and must fall within certain minimum and maxi-
mum angles. Achieving a low enough angle on the low side of the road, and a high
enough angle on the high side of the road may prove difficult.

Alternatives to building large landings on steep terrain should be explored. Long-dis-
tance harvesting systems such as large skylines and helicopters allow the landing to be
located away from the actual logging site on more favourable terrain. Swing yarders do
not require landings because the timber can be piled on the road. A skidder can be used
to forward the timber to a more favourable location for a landing. 

In ground-based systems, the landing is usually located to optimize skidding. Down-
hill skidding is preferred, and the average skidding distance is minimized with the land-
ing located near the centre of the cutblock. Other factors, such as the trees’ orientation
on the landing to enhance mechanical processing and loading, may also be considered
for landing location.
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The final landing location should be established during layout, well before road con-
struction and falling begin.

ENVIRONMENTAL

The amount of excavated material and its placement should be considered when locating
landings on steep cutblocks. The amount of excavated material can be minimized by
locating landings on benches, and sidecast material is more easily contained. Locating
a landing near a stream increases the risk of siltation. End-haul to remove excess mate-
rial to another location may be required.

For cable landings, the requirement for guylines outside the perimeter of the landing
should be considered. If a cable landing is located too near the edge of the cutblock,
the guylines may infringe on plantations or standing timber. Anchors may need to be
buried if the stumps are old, thereby requiring excavation in the plantation.

Again, alternative harvesting systems with different landing requirements should be
considered if the environmental risk with the landing is too high.
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